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Introduction

 Introduction

The ChargeBack function in the Inepro DocuPRO module governs the behaviour
of DocuPRO when the user cancels it's job, logs out prematurely, or when a
malfunction has occurred in the DocuPRO device. The goal of the function is to
only charge the user for pages printed, and on an organisational level, to take
away part of the administrative hassle of checking if a printer malfunction did
occur and if the user is indeed entitled to get his/her money back.
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Configuration

 Configuration

Configure the CargeBack in DocuPRO for Ricoh Embedded

1. Fill out the MFP's IP-address at the DocuPRO Station (this is used by the Business Server to read
out the MIBS).

2. Fill out the community name, this should be a freely available community name, that may be used
to read out the MIBS, in 99.5% of all cases this will be: "public", if it's not the correct name can
be found on the config web page of the MFP.

3. Enter the MIB plugin name, this should be the brand-specific Dynamic Link Lybery, in this case, for
Ricoh: MIBPlugin_RicohMP.dll

This file should be in the IBOS root install folder, where it is installed automatically in a default
DocuPRO installation.

For all stations configure in this way, the Business Server will apply MIB correction. This can be read
back in the log file.

 : It is possible that MIB correction is not applied correctly, in these cases the DLL will have to be
adapted to suit these cases also.

To make sure that the DocuPRO embedded's will function correctly these settings must be applied:
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§ The SNMPWriteCommunityName setting is set to an account that is allowed to write in the MIBS, by
default this is 'admin'.

§ CancelWaitingJobsWhileError will ensure that all print jobs will be cancelled in case of a paper jam
(or other malfunction that prohibits printing). In addition it will do the same when the user logs off
prematurely.

To apply ChargeBack correctly the user must be logged in, and remain logged in during printing (the
Business Server will be reading out the MIBS when the user logs in, and also when the user logs off.
The difference between those two readings will be calculated), that's why the remaining jobs need to
be cancelled when a user is logging off prematurely  
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User Interface

 User Interface

In this case a user will get it's money back within the same sessions if:

§ The user cancels a job when it is already printed out on the MFP.
§ The MFP is unable to print in the user session due to a malfunction.
§ The user logs off while the job is printed out: the job will stop printing and the money paid for the

unprinted pages will be reimbursed
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Notes

 Notes

This area is meant for the reader's notes:
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